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There's so much that your android device is capable of and you just haven't figured it out yet. So, with a little effort, you can help your old Android device break out of the depths of your closet. Here are some of the best examples. Disturbing watchPeople still buy special alarm clocks? Do you use your smartphone as an alarm clock? It's
easy to grab a dock and app to create an Android-powered alarm clock. Android 4.2 Jelly Bean may have added Daydream to make your alarm clock look more beautiful, but you don't need to have the newest and biggest Android tablet or smartphone to use it as an alarm clock. Daydream can be easily implemented by other apps for
lower versions of Android. They're not as elegant as Daydream though. There are dozens of apps that can turn your Android tablet or smartphone into an alarm clock (Alarm Clock Xtreme is popular), and with a $10 dock from eBay, you can save yourself from the hassle of buying a special alarm clock. What's even better is that if you're
particularly heavy asleep, you can always plug an Android device into your surround system (or just a regular speaker) to make sure you don't miss this important encounter.2. MP3 PlayerIf you are a heavy listener of music? Your old Android smartphone or tablet is perfect for such situations. We're already trying to eke out every last drop
of battery life with our Android smartphones, and if you're a particularly heavy music listener, you can spend a good 10% or more in one day listening to music locally without paying attention to streaming it. Fortunately, you can use your old Android smartphone or tablet (a smartphone would be preferable in this situation for obvious
reasons) as a dedicated MP3 player. This way you can save your precious battery life for more important issues. An old Android smartphone without a SIM card is also perfect for your gym sessions, so you won't be distracted by any phone calls or texts during your workout. You can also store your favorite videos for viewing on mobile
devices. So now you can watch Gangam Style to your heart content without taking a hit in the battery department. What are some of the best electric bikes? Find out here.3. Baby monitor/security monitorIf you have an IP camera, then you can use your old Android smartphone or tablet as a monitor. Whether you want to keep an eye on
your child or you just want to know who's at the door, your old Android smartphone or tablet is perfect for the bill. You can even plug in a tablet on the wall to be used as an LCD monitor for a fixed position in your living room. The audio is just so 20th century, and these LCD monitors can be expensive, so using an old Android tablet or
smartphone would be ideal. Best app for work: IP Cam Viewer Lite4. Device development So you spent a few hours reading about these cool cool ROMs are on XDA forums, but you're afraid of bricking up your shiny new Android device. Maybe you don't want to lose your warranty. This is why your old Android smartphone or tablet can be
converted into a development device, so you can explore the amazing world of Android customization without worrying about bricking your device. Paranoid android (left), Cyanogen Mod (centre), AOKP (right). There are plenty of custom ROMs to try out, and if you have a particularly popular old smartphone or tablet then you'll be well
supported by the developer community. DSLR Remote ControllerIf you want to experiment with DSLR shots, pairing your old Android smartphone or tablet for the DSLR can bring some interesting shots. You can create great time lapse shots, time-controlled HDR sequences, and all kinds of other features. If you have an old Android tablet
with built-in infrared (like the Samsung Galaxy Tab 7 Plus), you can use a built-in IR blaster to control the DSLR as well. Great app for work: DSLR Remote6. CookbookYY you can buy cookbooks and tutorials from the Play Store or just use Youtube to watch tutorials. These cooking sessions can get messy, so using an old Android phone
or tablet as a digital cookbook will be incredibly handy. You can buy cookbooks and tutorials from the Play Store or just use Youtube to watch tutorials. With your old Android phone or tablet next to you, all those incredible dishes that you saw on TV and thought it was impossible to do, can now become a reality. Great apps to work with:
YouTube, Kindle app.7. The digital photo frame there are hundreds of Wi-Fi connected digital photo frames to choose from, but why spend money on something you already have. Android tablets combined with the dock would be ideal to show a slideshow of your favorite photos on your tablet. There are dozens of apps to choose from and
you can even use it as a digital photo frame and bedside alarm clock. Let's talk about multi-purpose. Great app to work with: Photo Slides8. The emulator consoleChances are that your old Android smartphone or tablet won't be able to run the latest graphic-intensive games, but that won't stop them from big emulator consoles. If you want
to relive the glory days of your Game Boy's, Play Station's, Nintendo 64 and all your other favorite old consoles, your old Android smartphone or tablet can do just that. With loads of emulators to choose from, you'll be sure to find one for your respective console of choice. Great apps to choose from: ePSXe for Android, SuperN64, My Boy!
Free.9. E-ReaderJust, as MP3 players, very few people buy dedicated More. Now, instead of hitting the battery on your smartphone while reading your favorite novel, you can use your old smartphone or tablet as an E-Reader. What's even better is that if you have an old old Galaxy S, Samsung Galaxy S2 or any other smartphone with
OLED display, you can switch to the night theme and enjoy the incredible battery life thanks to low power OLED displays when showing predominantly black screens. Great apps to choose from: Kindle app, Google Play Books.10. There's so much more you can do! There are all kinds of other crazy, interesting uses that can keep you busy
long in the summer season of D.I.Y. You just have to be a little creative. We could've limited this list to 10 final options, but there's a lot more that you can do with an old Android tablet or smartphone. You can pilot quadcopters, use them as media servers, install them on the car dashboard for in-car entertainment and GPS systems, use
them as a controller for your home automation systems, and all sorts of other crazy, interesting usage cases that can keep you busy long in the summer D.I.Y. You just have to be a little creative. You can also mix and match different ideas into one tablet or smartphone, so you can use an old device for more than one purpose, and if you
still haven't found a good use for your old Android device, then you can sell or recycle it, or even donate it to a worthy cause. Have you been inspired to break your old Android device for free from the dark depths of your closet? What idea are you most interested in? You may have stumbled upon the term connected GPS, especially when
reading about the fitbit line of smart watches and fitness trackers. There's actually quite a big difference between connected GPS and built-in GPS, which we'll talk all about in this article. What is GPS connected to and how does it relate to GPS? The term connected GPS is a fitness company way to say wearables can snap to your
smartphone's GPS, but it doesn't have a GPS sensor built in. Connected GPS is an easy way for the manufacturer to add GPS functionality to any device. Instead of turning the GPS sensor directly into the wearable, the wearable can snap from your phone's built-in GPS equipment. This reduces the overall cost and physical size of the
device, as the manufacturer will not need to spend extra money or physical space on a standalone GPS sensor. On the other hand, there is one big drawback to using a device with a connected GPS over one that has GPS built in: the wearables are heavily dependent on the other device to use its full potential. So if you want to use GPS
on a GPS-enabled connected device, you'll also need to carry your phone with you. Which devices are connected Most of the devices that you can buy today with connected GPS are fitness trackers, including many Fitbit devices. Fitbit Versa, Versa Lite, Fitbit Inspire and Inspire HR fall into this category. Other wearable devices not made
by Fitbit have also connected the GPS feature, including the Xiaomi Mi Band 4, 4, Moving, and more. Here are some of our favorite devices with CONNECTED GPS: Fitbit Charge 3Fitbit Alta HRFitbit Blazewithings MoveWithings Move ECGOugh connected GPS is a great feature to have, many other manufacturers are opting for built-in
GPS technology instead. Some of the latest smartwatches like the Fossil Gen 5 smart watch line, Samsung Galaxy Watch Active 2, and Misfit Vapor X all have built-in GPS functionality. There are seemingly countless other devices, new and old, with built-in GPS. Here are some of our favorites: In an even bigger savings measure, some
manufacturers completely miss adding GPS (connected GPS and built-in GPS) to their devices. Samsung Galaxy Fit and Garmin Vivosmart 4 are prime examples. While both companies make good fitness trackers, this slight omission makes it difficult to sell something like what Xiaomi offers given its price. What is the best option for you?
After all, what kind of GPS function you need primarily depends on your physical activity. If you are an outdoor runner, cyclist or swimmer and you want to track your workouts as accurately as possible, you should purchase a device with a built-in GPS. Garmin has a ton of GPS running watches available with built-in GPS, and the Fitbit
Ionic is pretty great too. Whether you're working out at the gym or you don't mind holding your phone or mounting it on a bike, a connected GPS is a great option, especially one of the Fitbit connected GPS offers. Smartphones today have excellent GPS technology built in, so you can rely on high quality technology without paying a highend price. Garmin Forerunner 245 Music on AmazonGarmin Vivoactive 3 Music on AmazonIf you rarely work, or you never use GPS when you do, it just comes down to personal preference. Style aside, devices with connected GPS tend to be more budget-based. They also tend to have a smaller profile, so if you're someone who wants to
wear a traditional watch as well as a fitness tracker, one of these devices would be the best option. I'm not a competitive athlete, and I personally prefer to wear OS devices, so I'd be more inclined to grab something like The Fossil Sports or Mobvoi's TicWatch Pro. But if I wanted to save money and all I wanted was a device to expand my
phone functionality and maybe count my steps, it would be very difficult to transfer the Xiaomi Mi Band 4. 4.
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